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Resolutíon on Saturn Resolt

NARRATOR

rn the falr of 1977, NASA launched the two unmanned voyager spacecraft.
Sitting on rockets 162 feet tall, the fragile robot spacecraft were starting
on a journey of biltions of miIes, a mission that was to take over twerve
years to complete. For the voyager spacecraft were designed to expl0re the
outer solar system.

of Èhe two identicar spacecraft launched within a month of each other,
voyager I was to go ahead and arrive first at Jupíter and then saturn. rts
journey to Saturn, nearly a thousand nillion miles away, was to take over
three years. voyager r was designed to take a first cLose look at worlds
that hail never been seen in detail before.
This extraordinary film, shot through the Mount wirson telescope in cali-
fornia more than 25 years ago, shows Jupiterrs j-nner moon, ro, orbiting the
giant planet. The shadow of the moon on the planet can be crearly seen.
Al1 the giant planets of the outer solar system are made not of rock, but
of gas. Jupiter and its twin, saturn, are miniature solar systems in their
own ríqht, ful1y equipped wíth whole collections of moons, These worlds
are so far away that new and powerful equipment had to be built to communi-
cate with the robot spacecraft travelling to them.

A gÍant ant-enna was built at Goldstone in Californiats Mojave Desert. This
dish was designed to pick up a signal no stronger than a refrigerator right
bulb, over four thousand million mí1es away. A simíIar dish near Madrid,
in Spain, and one near Canberra, Australia ensure contact with a spacecraft
even as the Earth rotates. This was only one small part of the gigantic
planning effort that went into the Voyager mission.
Eighteen months out and voyager r encountered Jupiter. Approachi_nq crose
to the giant planet and its inner moon, ro, the spacecraft trajectory bent
through more than a right angle. The encounter was designed to boost
Voyager's speed to 35,000 rniles an hour...on to Saturn, slowing Jupiter it_
self in its orbit by about one foot per trillion years.
Travelling ten tímes faster than a rifle bullet, voyager shot this actual
movie of Jupiter and the four large moons orbiting around it. of these
moons, To is the most remarkable, rt is covered in volcanic sulphur and
is now thought to generate more than a million megawatts of electrical ener-
qy from edge to edge. Besides ro, voyager rrs major mission targets were
to be encountered more than a year later -: at Saturn.
This computer animatíon shows voyager r's trajectory at saturn. The space-
craft was targeted to pass 24OO miles over the top of the giant moon Titanrs
atmosphere. Titan, orbiting saturn once every 16 days, hras encountered
first, sci Èhat there was time to reray all the data back to Earth before
the next major mission objective.
For about to loop below, around and then up behind Saturn, the spacecraftib tâigeted for a very special trajectoiy which will a1low it to shine ítsradio beam back to Earth through aI1 the rings of Saturn in turn. By
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NARRAToR (Continued)
listeníng to the interference, the Voyager team was planning to solve one
of Saturnrs greatest mysteries: the exact composition of the majestic rings
that girdle the planet.

This view shows the spacecraft lookíng back at Saturn, the Earth and the
sun ín the distance. The Earth, seen by Voyager'.ís first ecLípsed by
SaÈurn and then emerges in the small gap between Saturn and the rings' just
here.

By shiníng the spacecraft radio beam back to Earth and listening to Èhe

interference as the beam passes through each Part of the ríngs in Èurn, the
team planned to find ouÈ the exact sizes of the millions of tiny moonlets
that are known to make up the rings. But in doing this, the spacecraft
itself was sacrificed.
All of Saturnrs moons and íÈs ríngs orbít in roughly Èhe same plane arognd
the planet. In fact the Saturnian system closely resembles the solar sys-
tem where atl the planets orbit around the sun in the same plane, called
the ecljpÈic. In hooking up behín¿l Saturn to shine its radio bean through
the rings, voyager r's future was sacrificed, for its trajectory left the
ecliptic plane. The spacecraft cannot encounter any more planets. It heads
upwards and outwards into interstellar space.

NASA shares its triumphs by making full-scale computer animations thaÈ show
the precise trajectory of the spacecraft. Thís is what the voyager tean
expected to finct at Saturn. It is a compilation of al,l the best guesses.

The small inner moons of Saturn were targeted for photogra,phs. They are
thought to have a contlollinq influence on the myriads of tiny moonl-ets
that make up the rings.
At Mission Control in Los Angetes, the scïentific team waited for the real
pictures of Saturn and its rings. The spacecraft, nearly a thousand million
miles away, successfully transmitted back to Earth over 17'000 píctures.
Each black and white image is made of 64,000 dots or pixel-s. Each pixel
has 256 digital leve1s of gray. so by usíng sophistícated computer pro-
qrams, pictures that at first sight seem featureless can be enhanced or
developed by mathematical processing. In this v/ay, features partially hid-
den under clouds of haze or dust can be revealed in all their detail.
By manipulating color filters in front of the spacecraft caneras and shoot-
ing the same scene three Èimes, the imaging team can assemble a color pic-
ture from three black and white images shot through red, green and blue
filters. By sequencing such pictures together, the spacecraft can even
shoot color movies. And this is what Voyager actually saw as it approached
Saturn.

Close in, wrapped in a soft blanket of traze, Saturn is incredíb1y beautiful.
The sheer size of Saturn is difficuLt for beings from Earth to comprehend,
for Saturn is truly gigantíc. More than 650 Earths would fit into the
volume of the planet. BuC Saturn, unlike Earth, is made not from rock, but
frorn gas.
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NARRATOR (Cont,inued)
As this computer-enhanced image shows, Saturn is distinctly oval. The pla-
net ls flattened by the speed with which it spins. A saturnian day is only
ten hours 1ong. underneath a turbulent aÈmosphere is an immensely deep

ocean of liquid hydrogen. Deep down it is so compressed that it behaves

like a liquid metal. And at the very center is a rocky core -- a solid
planet rather larger than the Earth, but enveloped in an ocean of liquid
gas more than thirty thousand miles deep-

Saturnts atmosphere is blanketed in a thick layer of smog. The first prob-
lem the team needed to solve was how to construct the complicated computer
programs thaÈ would reveal the detail underneath. They succeeded and'
Lomputer-enhanced, a previously unseen Saturn emerged from underneath the
]¡aze. The atmosphere is a turbulent p1ace. It is patterned with spots and

vortices traiting for tens of thousands of míIes.

These are the tops of storm clouds racing across the Saturnian sky. The

equatorial winds blow at up to one thousand niles per hour.

Girdling the planet are the rings, 38,000 miles across-

The names for Saturnrs rings were worked out long before any spacecraft got
there. They are based on the two most noticeable divísions in the rings:
the Cassini divisions and the boundary with the innei itiffuse crepe ring.
So in the interest of sirnplicity, the rings were called A, B, and C for
crepe ring. But as the resolution has irnproved on the rings, the naming
has had to be extended and has become absurdly complicated.

Everything inside the c ring is the D ring. The very diffuse material out-
side the A ring that is invisible from Earth is the E or extended ring'
white the very smaI1 thin ring outside the A ring, but inside the E ring,
becarne the F ring. But even this complicated scheme underestimates the
sheer complexity of Saturnrs rings.
This actual Voyager image has been computer-enhanced to reveal all the cle-
tail in the rings. The structure is enormously complicated. The rings are
so full of detai-1 that they have been comPared to a gigantic phonograph
record, Composed of billions of small independently orbiting chunks of
ice, the entire ring sysÈem j-s almost forty thousand miles across and, sur-
prisingly, less than a mile thick.
Formed with Saturn more than four thousand million years ago, the rings are
a window into that ancient time when the solar systemwas born. Over eons,
some process sêems to have steadily marshalled the myriad swarms of billions
upon billions of boulders of ice into the structure the rings now have.

Cl-ose as Voyager flehr to the rings, it was not close enough for the sPace-
craft cameras to pick out the individual boulders of t,he rings to find out
how big they afe. But by catching the Earth in the qap beÈween the rings
and the planet and then transmitting the spacecraft radio beam back to
Earth through the rings and listening to the interference, the spacecraft
was progranmed to find that out.
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VON ESHLEMAN

Now T ian illustrate the concept of the radio waves from the spacecraft
going back towards the Earth by neans of a laser 1i9ht in my hand. No14t, I
will show how the intersection of the radio path and the ring plane draws

out a path through the rings atJ.owing measurements to be made of the charac-
teristics of the particles...where the radio vtaves are sensitive to particles
that are equal to what we call its radio wave Tength, which is just this
Iong.. .and larger Particles.
lìJe can illustrate Èhe way Èhat the radio beams pass through the rings of
Saturn and give us j.nformation back on Earth about the characteristics of
the particles by this illustration of this laser light shining through vari-
ous tlæes of cloth. In this case, wetre ill-ustrating the effect of relative-
fy faige particles where the scatÈered energy going on towards the Earth is
concentrated in several quite bríght beams. ff the particles are smaller
in size and more randomly distributedr \¡re get an effect of this tl{)e on the
Earth.
We èan study that pattern to tell us more about the particles, their charac-
teristics and their sizes. If Èhe particles are very small, itts ¡nore 1íke
the tight passíng through this wax paper' where we have a more uniform
spread of the energy. For example, we found that the particles in the c
ring are on the average about a meter in diameter, quite large particles in
comparison with the pebble size that some people hail thought might be present
in those rings. Of course there are larger particles and smaller particles,
but the average size is in the order of a meter-

NARRATOR

The particles in the outer or A ring are on average thirty feet across.
some are as large as office blocks. Tn the central or B ring, the ring
boulders are jostling so close together that, on first analysis of the re-
su1ts, the spacecraft radio beam appears not even to have penetrated through.
In the ínner or c ring, the particles are, on averag'e, about the size of
automobÍles.

As this simulation shows, the boulders of the rings, now thought to be

largely rnade of ice, orbit around Saturn at different speeds, dependinq on

how far away they are from the ptanet. Ring boulders closer to Saturn or-
bit around faster than ring boulders farther away. This property of the
rings led the voyager team to e)<pect, long before the spacecraft got to
Saturn, that all the feaÈures in the rings would be exactly circular -- any
non-circular feature would be quíckly destoyed by this inexorable bending
out of shaPe.

But as Voyager approached Saturn, the team became aware of curious irregu-
larities in the central or B ring. The rj-ng appears to have spokes. Dark
line radiating out from the PlaneÈ and patterning the ring material. The

baffled imaging team decided to make a movie from the voyager images.

Thís is the movie, shot as the spacecraft approached Saturn with the sun

at its back.
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NARRATOR (Continued)
The spokes which can be seen moving in the middle of the rings appea:r as
dark lines revolving around. The spacecraft ûas reprograrnmed to shoot
another movie as j-t left Saturn and was facing Èhe sun.

From this view the spokes, which can be seen emerging from the shadow, not,
only appear very unspoke-like and irregular, but they have changed color.
Nor,r seen from the other side of Saturn, they are not black,'but. white.
Thj-s was the vital clue as to what the spokes actually are, for the property
of changing brightness wíth the direction of the light is shown.only by mi-
nute objects, like specks of dust cauqht in a sunbeam. The spokes are
probably made of clouds of tiny particles, possibly dust or a frost of íce,
Ievitated above the boulders of the rings. How these clouds of tiny parti-
cles are formed is sti1l an unsolved mystery.

rt hras expected that the orbits of all the ring particles would be exactly
circular. But by matching two pictures taken of opposite sides of the rings,
the team discovered a non-circul-ar or eccentric ring. On the other hand,
it is perfectlf possible that this is the only really circular ring and
that all the rest of the rinos are eccentric. There is no way of telting
from this evidence-

The structure of the rings was found to be very complicated. Before Voyager,
the Cassini division was thought to be empty. But even the Cassini divisíon
co¡tains whole rings of it,s own, regularly spaced.

For this is the central mystery posed by Saturn's rings. 9ühat is it that
has marshall-ed the independently orbiting boulders of the rings into the
complicated structures seen by the Voyager cameras? Could it be t-hat it is
the gravitational influence of Saturn's moons, orbiting far outsíde the
rings, that has, over billions of years, displaced the swarms of icy boul-
ders and given the rings their unique structure?

JEFFREY CUZZT
Now of course as we know, al-I thj-s ring material, this is aI1 índependent.
Particles in independent orbits are all little moons that are meters or so
in size, or smaller. If a particle finds itself in an orbital location
thatrs a simple fraction ratio of a moon's period -- in other words, if the
partícle goes around, letrs say twice for every single tirne that the moon
goes around -- over time the particle always sees the moon i_n this sane
location every time it comes around to its location; the moon is ríght back
there.
So over time, the orbit of the particle gets stretched out, you might say..,
made more eccentric. It collides with the particles that are further from
the resonance location and ít's removed from that orbit. so orbits that
are in or near a resonance with a moon -- and there are, as you know, 15
moons; so there are lots of possibilities for resonances -- become unstable.
The outer edqe of the A ring, the cassini and the inner edge of the B ring
have long been known to be major resonances with Mimas, which is saturnts
innermost major classical satellite,
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NARR.ATOR

This is the resonance theory that the gravitational influence of Saturnrs
moons can clear spaces fn the rings. If a ring boul-der -- shown here as a
poínt of light -- orbíts saturn at precísely twice the rate of a moon,

every seconél orbit the boulder htill be bumped out slightly by the gravity
of the moon. The effect of this happening over and over again over eons of
time is to pu11 the ring boulder ínto a different orbit from its neighbors.

This el-liptical orbit causes it to collide wíth nearby boulders, clearing a
gap in the rings by slowing them all into ilífferent orbits. Long before
the spacecraft ever got to Saturn, the resonance theory had predicted exact-
ly where all the dívisions in the rings would be found. Over bÍllions of
years, the gravitational harmonies set up by Saturnrs moons were fully ex-
pected to have marshalled the vast populatíons. of boulders that compose the
rings Ínto precisely spaced divisions.
The only problem with this resonance theory which so elegantly links the
rings with the moons in a kind of divine harmony of the spheres, is that ít
turned out to be wrong.

The actual divisions in Saturnrs rings were found by the Voyager I space-
craft ln different locations from where the resonance theory had so confi-
dently placed them.

But if resonances with Saturnts moons are not responsible, what is the rea-
son for all the divisions in the rings? A different mechanism must be in-
volved, A clue to what that might be was photographed by voyager I at the
very edge of the rings. Just where a resonance should have been there was

a moon...a moon that had never been seen before.

BRÃD SMTTH

Novr here we see a small rather insígníficant satellite roughly a hundred
kilometers across. But its importance lies in its location. It is orbiting
just outside the bright ring system of Saturn. And ever since the nature of
the ríng system has been understood -- Èhat is, the rings represent swarms

of billions upon bitlions of tiny particles -- there has been the question
of what constrains them, what keeps them from drifting off into space? And

now we have the answer to that: ltrs this little insigníficant tiny body
orbiting just outside the bright ring system. Its olvn gravitational inter-
action keeps those parÈictes in place, kept the rings there for billíons of
years.

NARRATOR

fhe gravítational effect of a moon only the size of Kansas City, orbiting
outside the main ring system, keeps the rings in pIace. Outside the A ring
is the F ring. Why is t,his ring so thin? Voyager I also discovered another
trdo moons orbiting just inside and oUtside this F ring. The inner moon,
S14, orbits Saturn slightly faster than the boulders of the F ring and as
this animation Shorvs, as it passes, it slows the boutders and pushes them
into an outer orbit, confining the inner edge of the ríng. Outside the F
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NARR.ATOR (Continued)
ring, the moon S13 orbits slower. As the E ring passes S13, the gravity of
Èhe srnall moon presses the ring in on the outer edge. S13 and 14 behave
like shepherds, fencing the F ring into a narroh¡ Iine. The activitíes of
the two shepherding moons might explain why the F ring has a curious braided
structure, almost as if it is constructed of entirely separate strands.
But the reat implication of this unexpected discovery is this:' is.the struc-
ture of Saturnrs rings controlled by small shepherd moons that Voyager's
camera couldnrt see embedded among the boulders of the rinqs? And if so,
whaÈ is the function of the resonances? Strangely, Voyager discovered not
divisions, but concentrations of material at the resonance locati ons.

Seen now from the other side of Saturn, looking back at the sun, thicker
parts of the rings appear dark, not bright, because the sunlight cannot
penetrate. The resonance theory, so bad at predícting where gaps are in
the rings, seems to predj-ct where these concentrations òf material are.
Saturnrs moons appear to be slowl-y collecting the boulders of the rings to-
gether at the regularly spaced resonance locations. This unexpected dis-
covery opens a window into the most disÈan! past. Could this be a fossÍ1
of hory the Earth and planets formed when the solar systern begran?

JEFFREY CUZZT
Current theory holds that the solar system...as you know, all the planets
are in the same plane...that is that the solar system dísc -- v¡ith the sun
in the middle, there was probably a disc, a pancake-shaped object of dust
and gas flowing around, more or less like Saturnts rings do. ff say,
Jupiter or Saturn (of course they are much bigger) had formed earIy, they
would have had resonances within the disc of the planets and maybe these
resonances had something to do with coalescing and collecting the material
that would eventually become the planets.

NARRATOR

The sun and planets formed from a huge cloud of gas and dust. Àbout four
and a harf thousand million years ago, this cloud began to collapse. The
sun was to form at. the center. The dust and gas that was to become the
planets settred into a huge disc of material sv/irling aroqnd the sun much
like saturn's rings. The supposítion is that Jupiter and saturn formed
first out of this ring.
only l-ater did resonances caused by their huge collectíng masses determine
ryhere the inner planets would form at the resonance locations. This explains
why the orbits of the inner planets have a precise mathematj.cal relationship
to the orbits of Jupi-ter and saturn. only then did the sun heat up and a
hot wind of particles destroyed the remnants of the prímeval ring and pushed
the debris far out ínto space, erasing the evidence of the birth of our so-
lar system.

Perhaps we owe our existence to Jupiter and Saturn, for if we on Earth werenot almost exactly at our present distance from the sun, life courd never
have evolved on our planet.
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NARRAToR (Continued)
Besides its rings, Saturn has more than 15 moons. The Voyager I trajectory
was chosen to pass close to the largest of these moons, Titan, flyíng
twenty-four hundred mj-les over its visible surface, and then Èo travel on
through the Saturnian system, photographing the many inner moons of Saturn
on the way.

Voyager I was to photograph 13 of these moon", Íncluding a close encounter
wíth icy Rhea.

This actual Voyager movie shows the moons orbítÍng around, speeded up a
hundred thousand times.
Titan is passing behincl saturn nor¡t.

BRADFORD SMTTÍI
This peculiar-looking object here is one of the two so-called co-orbital
satellites of Saturn. Theytre almost in the same orbit. In fact, their
orbítal radíi are only about 50 kilometers apart, and these objects are
more like I50 kilometers in dj-ameter. So clearly they are not goíng to be
able to sneak by one another. They are closing ín rÍght now and we expect
that theretll be some sort of gravitational Ínteraction that prevents them
from actually colliding.

NARRATOR

As this animation shows, these two oddly shaped moons, called S10 and S11,
move outside the rings in almost exactly t,he same orbit. But it isntt quite
the same, so one, in the inner orbit, is slowly overtakirig the other. Every
four years they should collide, but it is thought that; as they approach,
the influence of each on the other causes them to exchange orbits.
The faster one is slowed ínto an outer orbit and the slow one speeds up into
an inner orbit. Now they move apart from each other. They will meet agaÍn
in four yearsr time.

BRADFORD SMITH
But notice the very peculíar shape of this object. That strongly suggests
that this is half of a single satellite that was impacted perhaps by a me-
teoríte that spliÈ it in two. And these two satellites now, almost ín the
same orbít, are the two halves of some original satellite once.

NARRATOR

This potato-shaped moon, perhaps originally one-ha1f of a larger satellite,
is so small that its own rninute gravity is not strong enough to crush its
own shape into a sphere.

Before the Voyager I mission, vírtually nothing was known about Saturnrs
many moons. As this teLescope photograph shows, most of them were known
to astronomers as mere points of líght.
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NARRATOR (Continued)
The closesÈ large rnoon to saturn is Mimas, narned after a nythorogicar corn_panion of the god Saturn, but never seen in deÈail before.
what you are hearing now is the actual radio sound near Mimas recorded bythe voyager r spacecraft. Roughly the size of the state of rowa, Mimas isapparently rnostly made of ice. ti is intensery cr.t"reã. Hug,e irnpacts seemto have cracked Èhis moon in place,s.
On the other side, Voyager f photographgd an enormous impact crater. Staringlike a huge eye into.space, this gigantic crater girr."-Mî.." a bizarre ap-pearance, like some imaginary planei.
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An impact from a comet traveling at more than ten kilometers per second wasalmost enough to shatter Mimas- 
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sut ;ot quite. The shock was just bel0wthe threshold which, if exceedåd,-r",rïa have broken uii"" i.,to fragrmenÈs.
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NARR.ATOR (Continued)
Next out, Enceladus.

voyager I dicl not take high resolutíon pictures of this enigrmatic moon, for
its trajectory carried it too far away. Enceladus is roughly 300 ¡niles d-n

diameter, and is apparently made of slushy ice.
Next out, Tethys.

This strange r¿or1d is larger than its sísters closer to Saturn' about 650
niles in diameter. Black and white spacecraft images reveal that one side
of this moon is marked with what may be a very large ímpact crater' as
Mimas is. on the other side a chasm, more than twice the size of the Grand
Canyon, twists across the face of Tethys.

Like its sisters, Tethys is thought to be made of ice. But the ice of Tethys
i-s very co1d. Unlike ice at zero degrees centigrade, which is relatíveIy
soft, the ice of Tethys, f.rozen to minus two hundred degrees Centigrade, ís
extremely britt,le. Tethys is cold enough and brittle enough to have been
shattered into fragments by comet impact. But it would have survived by
recollecting under its own gravity into a fractured ball of icy debris.
But did this ever happen to Tethys? There is evidence that ít díd, for the
huge chasm rr:nning across the moon is probably the visible part of a fault
running right through the entire volume, a record of the re-collection of
Tethys.

Next out, Dione.

Dione is roughly 700 mites across. At first sight, Èhis moon seems simíIar
to Saturn's other icy moons further in -- an Íntensely cratered ball of ice
with cracks running across its surface for hundreds of miles, and evidence
of huge impacts.

But it seems that at some point in Dioners checkered history, the surface
cracked, and new material escaped from the interior, coloring the surface.
For the other side of Dione is painted with strange paÈterns. Christened
wispy terraín, this had never been seen before anywhere else in the solar
system. Besídes its wispy terrain, Dione exhibits a strange orbital
curiosity.
It has a minute companion, Dione B, another satellite of saturn in exactly
the same orbít, but sIíght1y ahead. Dione a¡d Dione B are gravitatíona1Iy
l-ocked together by a technicality of gravítational theory known as Trojan
points. Unfortunately, Díone B remained tantalizingly out of range of the
cameras of Voyager I.
By the tirne the spacecrafÈ reached P.hea, it had been accelerated to 45'000
miles an hour by Saturn's gravity boost. The team was worried thaÈ the
pictures the spacecraft took of Rhea would be smudged by its velocity. So

the trajectory engineers used the attitude control rockets to compensate
for Voyager's speed by panning the spacecraft camera. The technique worked
and the scientísts were able to study the surface of Rhea, nearly a thousand
miles in díameter.
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NARRATOR (Continueil)
It was just as well the pictures were sharp, for on close investigation of
the craters that mark this moonrs icy surface, the geologist attached to
the Voyager team found an important clue to the origin of the material out
of which Rhea and indeed the ent,ire Saturnian system were formed, over four
and a half thousand millíon years ago.

LAWRENCE SODERBLOI4
We finil that Rhea ís densely cratered, drenched by comparison to Dione.
And so it has to have preserved its early bombardmenÈ period much, much
better, But there are some very interesting patterns we see in this crater-
ing pattern on Rhea. As a matter of fact, it took us a couple of days to
see it. AII one would see at first is just an assemblage of densely crater-
ed surface. But if you look very carefully, yourll see that, ín fact, in
this region over here, if you look at this kind of pie-shaped piece on
Rhea, there are almost no craters larger than something about...oh, the
size of a pea at this scale here. Whereas in thj-s part of the planet,
Iarge craters are nearly standing shoulder to shoulder. Somethíng had to
happen,

Therers no way we could imagíne that this piece of Rhea was protected and
was lucky enough or unl-ucky enough not to have received the large craters
that formed over here. What hail to have happened? WelI, the best rnodel is
that something came out of Rhea. 9te call these fLows, in the case of ter-
restrial planets, vuTeanism. So the vulcanism here is probably somê form
of slush and mush that flows out in the form of a slurry. But it had to
flow out on the surface and blanket all the large craters here. Then cra-
tering had to continue because.this area thatts been what we call resurfaced
still has a dense population of craters, but no large ones. Now, how can
that be?

In the case of the moon, we find areas that, were densely cratered and líghtly
cratered, Basj-ca1ly, there was cratering and then there was no cratering.
But in the case of Rhea, therers a case in which there was a period of cra-
terj-ng in which there were a rot of large things and there was a period of
crateringr in which there were smaller bodj-es on1y. one of the suggestions
is that the Saturnian satellites have to live in a system in which they have
to not only belong to the sorar system at large, hTith atl this swirling
stuff going around the sun battering them, but also they have to put up
with this soit of saturnian sat.erllite system, in which theyrre going around
saturn with arl this junk. Anil both of those poputations of stuff going
around saturn and going around the sun are cratering and bombardíng these
surfaces.

NARRATOR

so the suqgestion is that the surface of p.hea was formed in two separate
bombardments. The first bombardment included objects that were large
enough to make bÍg craters which evenly peppered the entire surface of the
moon.
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NARRAÎOR (Continued)
Then parts of Rhea cracked and some process akin to vulcanism caused new

material in the form of slush to be forced out from the lnside. This re-
surfaced a whole area of Rhea. In this place' the original record of cra-
tering was erased.

Then the second phase of bombardment started. Thís time there were no large
bodies to make big craters. The resurfaced area wa's patterned only vtith
sma11 impact craters.
Now, thousands of nÍ11ions of years later, Rhea has a record on its surface
of each of the two epochs of cratering that formed it.

But the main objective of the entire Voyager I mission was a close encounter
with Titan, flying t$renty-four hundred'miles over its visible surface.
This giant moon is a planet ín its own right. Titan has an atmosphere known

to contain the gas methane, and has clouds. For years, astronomers have
hoped that Titan is a noon where alien 1Ífe riay exíst.

As Voyager approached Titan, the team r^/as planning to photograph the surface
through gaps in the cloud deck, with this in mind, the spacecraft was pro-
grammed to cover the entire surface of Titan with hígh resolution images.

TOBY OI^]ENS

We thought there was a chance that wetd see the surface on Titan and we were
very intrigued vrhat Èhat surface might be like because we kner,t that this
planet has an unusual atmosphere. And therefore, its history could be
quiÈe different from the history of the inner planeÈs or the satellites of
saturn, whose surfaces we see quite vlell. But unfortunately, when we got
there, \4re díscovered that the haze in the atmosphere is so thick that we

canrt see any detail on the surface. And if you look at this picture,
you'l1 see that you can't see much detail at all.
This particular frame was taken in orange light, and in oranqe light' Titan
looks like a tuzzy tennis baII. Now íf we look at shorter wave lengths --
ultraviolet -- we can begj-n to see a few details. We notice that therers
a dark polar cap. Vle see a sLight difference in the contrast between the
northern hemisphere and the southern. The northern hemisphere seems a bit
darker, and this border here between the two hemispheres occurs just at
Titan's equator. V'ie donrt know why thatrs true. V,Ihy is TÍtan telling us
where íts equator is? lrtetre stil1 tryíng to understand that.
If we move along and try to put together the pict,ures taken through the
different filters, v/e can then reconstruct the color of thís object and we

see that it's rather orange. Again, if you look closelYr You can detect
the slight difference in brightness in the two hemispheres. lrlerve also
found that the entire satellite is surrounded by a high haze of particles.
you can see that in this picture, which has used false color to demonstrate
where the haze is by making it very blue.
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NARRATOR

Titan's secrets, whatever they are, are guarded under a seemingly impene-
trable layer of haze. But the voyager team had had the foresight to equip
their spacecraft with an ínfra-red spectrometer, an instrument designed to
look through cloud layers by measuring the heat emitted from Titan. The

. infra-red spectrometer was the only hope of establishing where the surface
of Titan actually is underneath its layers of cloud and haze.

The principles on which the instrument is based are straightforward. A

prism separates ordinary white light into a spectrum with red at one end

and blue at the other. outside of these visible colors are other colors
that our eyes cannot see. A thermometer placed in the blue end does not
register, but right off the red end, the temperature goes up. This is
infra-red and in these wave tengths different chemicals have their own

unique colors or signatures which can be detected by the Voyager spacecraft
and used to iilentify then. Methane, the same natural gas we burn on Earth,
was long known to be a component of Titants atmosphere. From a sample of
methane, this infra-red spectrometer measures the intrinsic infra-red color
of the gas and plots its characteristíc signature as a graph. Every gas is
different ald can be identified, like methane, by its ohrn unique infra-red
signature.

TOBY OWEN

So this machine is plotting out the spectrum of Titan. And what it does
first is to make the scale showing the temperature scale on the side and a

frequency scale along the bottom, which ís reproduced on the tóp as well.
And now itrs beginning to draw the spectrum of Titan, see...it starts off
smoothly, and nohT it's beginning to show some features.
This funny wiggly 1íne is just loaded with inforrnation, lfe sÈart at thís
end with the rather smooÈh part of the spectrum. hle come ínto these inter-
esting features here, ending up here with methane, whi.ch werve just looked
at in the laboratory. So this confirms what werve already known -- that
methane is in the atmosphere.

Down here we find ethane, and acetylene, and thís peak is very excitíng,
This is hydrogen cyanide, which hadn't been discovered before. Itrs ex-
citing because hydrogen cyanide is a molecule that played a very Ímportant
role in getting life started on the Earth. You can poll.rnerize it to make
adenine, which is one of the bases in DNA, the famous double helix, which
gets us all going; and you can make amino acids if water is present, whích
r.ras true on the Earth, but not on Titan. So I should nake it cl-ear that
we're not saying that because we have found HCN in Titanrs spectrum that vJe

think life is beginning on Titan. But v/e do think that some of the chemis-
try,on the Earth before life began is probably happening on Titan today.
And if we could study it in more detail, we could learn something about
pre-Iife chemistry on the Earth.
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NARRATOR
Some source of energy is needed in Titan's atmosphere (seen here with false
color enhancementr) to ensure that chemical processes can take place. But
what ís thís source of energy which bonds chemicals together on Titan and
may have fused the complex organic molecules that precede life?
This computer animatioh visualizes an important spaqecraft measurement. ft
shows Èhe protective magnetosphere vrhich encloses all the inner moons except
Titan. This is the region of Space around Saturn dominated by the planetrs
magnetism. A wind of highly enerqetic particles from the sun is constantly
bumping the protective r¡agnetosphere in and out. These solar partíc]es may
be the source of Titanrs exotíc chemistry.

For Titan, entering the picture at top left, is sometimes exposed to.them.

Perhaps these enêrgetic particles of the solar wind are the spark that gets
Titants chemisÈry going. For it ís in the uPper atmosphere of Titan that
the chenistry appears to be happening'

TOBY OWEN

So the substances which are forming high ín Titan's atmosphere are some kind
of organic material, which might be polymers of acetylene and hydrogen cya-
nide, pol)¡mers of the gases we detect in the spectrum. Then these things
will gradually rain out of the atmosphere, a kind of slow1y settling fog.
We expect that Èhe snall particles,will aggreqate into larger ones and raín
out onto the surface.
Now, as they.get closer to the surface, they'1l pass through a region where
methane may condense in the atmosphere. So we may have clouds of methane
and methane rain in fact on Titan, because in some respects, methane
ptays the salne role in that atmosphere that water vapor does on Earth. So
standing on the surface, we have this rain of methane perhaps in some areas
...vre have these organíc materj-als floating down -- manna from heaven, as
it were -- and accumulating on the surface. So we might expect pools of
the liquid methane with some of this gunk díssolved in them and the shores
Iined with it effectively. And the solíd places \^tould not be rock as we

find on Earth or on the inner planets, but a combination of perhaps ices
covered by this organj-c material. So it would be an extremely alien environ-
ment, totally different from anything hterre accustomed to'

NARRÄTOR

In five thousand million years the sun \"/i1I run out of hydrogen fuel and
expand into a much larger star, a red giant. It will enlarge to engulf the
Earth, which will qe¿ss to exist.
But Titan, further out, wi-Il vrartn up.
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TOBY OVùEN

And the whole satellite could begin to melt, So that huge amount of water
thatrs now trapped as ice would begin to turn into an ocean. If conditions
stabilized, it could stay as an ocean for some time. It might al-so just
ÈotaLly evaporate away and leave us with a small rocky core, rath€r like a

large satellite or one of the rocky satellites of Jupiter.

NARRATOR

sadty for Titan and any life that might just get'started there, there will
only be a few million years of warmth before the sun contracts to a tiny
vestigial white dwarf. Then Titan will refreeze.

There are three known solid planets wíth atmosphere. This is Venus. Venus

has a hot dry surface beneath its swirling cl-ouds. This Ls known because
the average temperature of the planet's surface varj.es considerabl-y from
place to p1ace.

The Earth, on the other hand, has an ocean a¡rd polar caps. These smooth
out the temperature differences at the solid surface and give our planet a

quite disÈinctive signature. Planets with oceans have unique properties
and can be recognized.

In March 1981, a new mathematÍcaI analysis of the Voyager I data was com-
pleted. It has revealed morerabout Titan. Most of the atmosphere ís com-
posed of nitrogen and it is thicker than the Earth's. Evidence is growing
that Titan has not pools, but a huge ocean of liquid methane up to half a

mj-1e thick. At the po1es, this liquid natural gas may even have frozen into
methane ice. Perhaps if a spacecraft is ever sent to land on Titan, it will
have to be a submarine,

Tn the geography of space, Titan is in our own backyard. Yet here is not
only a vision of an Earth just before life began, but a growing conviction
that if Titan is so near to life and so close to us, somewhere out there
is a warmer Titan with life.
Voyager I did not take high resolution pictures of Saturn's outer moons

HyperÍon, Iapetus and Phoebe. Their secrets are stí1l kept.

Now Voyager I's mission has been completed. The spacecraft is heading up
and out of the solar system. Its next encounter is in 41,000 years'time
with a star in Ursa Minor known as AC+793888. The twin spacecraft Voyager
II, following one year behind on a different trajectory, encounters Saturn
on August 25th, 1981.
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